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It is shown that the edges of the directed complete gta[:h Kn can be parlitioned into 
edge disjoint dh'ected 4-cycles if and only if 4 < n ~ 0 or 1 (rood 4). 
I. Definition and notation 
We will use besides the habitual notation Kn, Kn,m of the complete 
graph and the complete bipartite graph and besides the notation K(A), 
K(A, B) in which the sets of vertices considered are pointed out, the 
notatio,l Kn, ~-A-) for the complete directed graph and ~(A, 8) for the 
complete directed biparti!e graph as well. The word directed indicates 
l'~'~re that any pair of convected vertices are connected by two edges, 
one in each direction. Vez rices of a graph will be denoted by 1, 2, 3, ... 
or a, b, c, ... and we will use the word 4-cycle respectively directed 
4-cycle in notation abcd for four undirected respectively diirected edges 
ab, be, cd, da where no two of the vertices a, b, c, d coincide. 
2. Introduction 
Recently' [ 1,2, 4, 5, 6] :the purely combinatorial problems connected 
with Steiner triple system s have been considered Idso from th,:, ~graph 
theoretical point of view. In particular, Mendelsohn [4] considered the 
following configuration T a generalization of Steiner triple systems. 
Let S be a set of u elen ents. Let T be a collection of subsets of S, 
each of which contains three elements alTanged cyclically (i.e., the 
triplet abc contains the o~ dered pairs ab, bc, ca but not ba, cb, ac) and 
such that any ordered pair of elements of S appea:rs in exactly one mere. 
ber of T. 
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I:a glraph-theoretica! i nguag, ~. the configuration T is a partition of the 
ed~s ,:~f the directed complete graph Kn into edge disi~oint directed 
3-cyclrs. 
1he result in 141 is that ,, onfiguration T exists for n > 2 if a~ld only 
if 6 :~= ~t ~ 2 (mod 3). 
Con',paring tt, e combinatorial point of view with the graph-theoretical 
one, it occurs tb.at the latter contains two new facts. Namel!y, (i) the con- 
side ration of k-cycles or more general graphs inste, ad of k-sets, and (ii) 
the orientation of the edges. The first is irrelevant in the triple case and 
is i~de~;d not mentioned in 141. It has been taken in consideration for 
quadn,ple.~ in [ 61. 
Th, o m~n result of [6] establishes that the edges of the compi~:te 
graph ,t~" n may be partitioned into edge disjoint .a-,cycles if and ordy if 
n~ J~modS). 
%c ~ate here for reference a particularization of a theorem of Beineke 
t.-~ ~.,-, e--,,,,~u in 161. 
~or~rm O. The complete bipartite graph Kin, n is the union of  edge dis- 
/o#~t 4,.c)ctes if and only (fro -" n =- 0 (mod 2). 
In tlais paper we wil{ prove toe following result, concerniing a configu- 
ration T 4 , related to quadruple systems [31 as Mendelsohn's configura- 
tio~ ~r geaemlizes Steiner triple systems. 
Let S !e a set of n elements. Let T 4 be a collection of subsets of S 
each c f which con+ains four elements arranged cyclically (i.e., abcd ~. T 4 
cor~tait~s the ordered pairs ab, bc, car, da but not ba, cb, dc, ad antd no 
other [rair] and such that every ordered pair of elements of S appears in 
exactl!¢ one member of T 4 . Then such a configuration exists if and only 
i f4<n-0or l (mod4) .  
3. Res~llt and proofi; 
"~e rest Its announced in the introduction is expressed in terms of 
graphs in tf~e following theorem. 
~eor~!~ I. The directed eom[dete graph F, n is the unio,: of  edge dis- 
#Jgnt a;¢rected ,4-cycles if~rnd ont'y if 4 < n - 0 oi' 1 (rood 4). 
Proof. For 1:he necessity observe that the number of edges namely n (n -  1 ) 
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h~ to be a multiple of 4, and if n = 4, the assertion is not true. 
The sufficiency will be proved by induction. The initial configurations 
needed are for r, = 5, 8 and 12. They are exhibited in Fable 1. 
Table 1 
n=5: 
n=8: 
/. l  = I ~, • 
1234, 1352, 1543, 1425, 2453 
1428, 2638, 3768.4178, 5318, 6258. 7548, ! 345. 2465, 3567, 64 I1,57 21, 
6123, 2743 
5e2d 3c4f 4b~ 
5cOb la 2]" Oc 3b 
5b4a 0elf ld4c 
5dlc 2b31" 2eOd 
5a 3e 4dO f 3a I e 
01b~ ablO 0415 aebf 5!40 ]bea 
23ac cd 32 24 35 cedf 5342 [dec 
45re el54 0312 adbc 2130 cbda 
The cases n = 41+ 1, n = 8l and n = 81+ 4 which ,~xhaust all possibilitie,i~ 
will be settled separately. The arguments, " " t ,esng dmilar, are given in detail 
only in the first case. 
In order to start induction, suppose n - 4l + 1~./i> 2. Consider K, and 
let x be a fixed ~ertex. Split the remaining vertices into two sets .4 and B, 
A being the set of four vertices and B ~:lle set of ~°,he remaining 4(,'- 1 ) 
vertices. The directed complete graphs K(A o x li and K(B u :,:) are each 
the union of edge disjoi~at direc~.ed 4-cycles, the first by the initial ,:on- 
figuration and the second by the hypothesis of tihe induction. The 
directed complete bipartite graph K(A, B) is also the union of edge dis- 
joint direclEed 4-cycles, since by Theorem 0 the complete bipoltite graph 
K(A, B) is l~e union of edge disjoint 4-cycles and it is enough to take 
each such 4-cycle twice, once in each direction. But K,a is the union of' 
K(A), K(B) and ~(A. B) which are edge disjoint and hence K,~ is the 
union of edge disjoint directed 4-cyc,~.:,. 
If t~ = 8; respectively 81+ 4, l ~ 2, consider K~ and let A be the set of 
8 respecti~'ely 1 2 f i xeo ,  trices and B tdae set of the remaining 8(1-1) 
vertices. The same argument as before applies using, the directed com- 
plete grapl'ts K(A), [(,(B) and again the directed ,:omplete bipartite graph 
 2¢a. a ). 
This completes the proof. 
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